Progressive changes in vocal behavior over the course of vocal imitation leaning are often attributed exclusively 16 to developing neural circuits, but the effects of postnatal body changes remain unknown. In songbirds, the syrinx 17 transforms song system motor commands into sound, and exhibits changes during song learning. Here we test 18 the hypothesis that the transformation from motor commands to force trajectories by syringeal muscles functionally 19 changes over vocal development in zebra finches. Our data collected in both sexes show that only in males, 20 muscle speed significantly increases and that supralinear summation occurs and increases with muscle 21 contraction speed. Furthermore, we show that previously reported sub-millisecond spike timing in the avian cortex 22
can be resolved by superfast syringeal muscles and that the sensitivity to spike timing increases with speed. 23
Because motor neuron and muscle properties are tightly linked, we make predictions on the boundaries of the yet 24 unknown motor code that correspond well with cortical activity. Taken together, we show that syringeal muscles 25 undergo essential transformations during song learning that drastically change how neural commands are 26 translated into force profiles and thereby acoustic features. We propose that the song system motor code must 27 compensate for these changes to achieve its acoustic targets. Our data thus supports the hypothesis that the 28 neuromuscular transformation changes over vocal development and emphasizes the need for an embodied view 29 of song motor learning. 30 31 Introduction 40 Animal behavior results from system-wide interactions between nervous system, muscles, body, and surrounding 41 environment (Chiel and Beer, 1997; Nishikawa et al., 2007) . During motor skill learning the brain strives to generate 42 activation patterns to reliably cause behaviors while the body exhibits large changes due to growth and training 43 (Adam and Elemans, 2019) . Because of the long extent (months to years) of fine motor skill learning little is known 44 about how motor code changes and how the developing body contributes to behavioral changes. Recent work 45
shows that small changes in biomechanics can cause behavioral state changes previously attributed to neural 46 drive alone (Zhang et al., 2019) . It is thus essential to include biomechanics when studying motor control 47 (Nishikawa et al., 2007; Tytell et al., 2011) and especially over developmental timescales (Zhang and Ghazanfar, 48 2018) . 49
An excellent model to study motor skill learning is vocal imitation leaning in songbirds. In zebra finches, 50 males learn how to sing early in life by first memorizing a tutor song, which they match acoustically through trial-51 and-error learning over 60 days (Tchernichovski et al., 2001) . Vocal output is controlled by well-characterized 52 neural circuitry (aka the song system) that consists of two main pathways: i) the anterior forebrain pathway (AFP) 53 necessary to learn and maintain song (Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991) and ii) the motor pathway, which encodes 54 the learned vocalizations and is needed throughout life to produce them. In the avian cortex, the motor pathway 55 produces millisecond-scale precisely-timed complex sequences of motor commands (Chi and Margoliash, 2001; 56 Hahnloser et al., 2002) that result in force trajectories by respiratory and superfast vocal muscles (Elemans et al., 57 4 changes (Adam and Elemans, 2019) . One change directly influencing the NMT is that force responses of syringeal 66 muscles double in speed when stimulated by single spikes (Mead et al., 2017) . The observed changes seem 67 driven predominantly by use, suggesting that extensive training of syringeal muscles is essential to achieve their 68 maximal speed (Adam and Elemans, 2019) . However, in vivo muscle contractions underlying behavior are never 69 elicited by single spikes, but by spike trains with variable inter-spike-intervals (ISIs), and it remains unknown if the 70 observed changes in muscle speed over development functionally alter force profiles and thereby behavioral 71 output. 72
Here we test the hypothesis that muscle properties relevant to the NMT change over vocal development 73 in male songbirds. We investigated three critical NMT features related to activation by spike trains: 1) speed, 74
2) supralinearity, and 3) response to sub-millisecond precision spike timing. We show that all speed parameters 75 of twitch and tetanic contractions significantly increase over vocal development. Furthermore, we show that 76 supralinear summation occurs and increases over development. Lastly, we show that sub-millisecond spike timing 77 can be resolved by syringeal muscles and that spike timing sensitivity increases with speed. Taken together, our 78 data shows conclusively that the NMT changes over vocal development. We propose that song system must 79 compensate for NMT changes to achieve correct song targets, such as pitch trajectories over syllables. Because 80 motor neuron and muscle properties are tightly linked, our data allows for predictions on the boundaries of the yet 81 unknown motor code that correspond well to cortical activity. 82 83
Material and Methods

84
Experimental Animals. All data presented here was collected in zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata). Birds were 85 raised in individual breeding cages together with their biological parents and siblings. In total 80 zebra finches 86 were used in this study (m: 55, f: 25). All animals were kept on a 12:12h light:dark-cycle and provided with food 87 and water ad libitum. All experiments and procedures were performed in accordance with the Danish Animal 88 Experiments Inspectorate (Copenhagen, Denmark). 89
To quantify speed-related contraction parameters of syringeal muscles over the course of vocal 90 development, we extracted muscle fiber bundles from musculus tracheobronchialis dorsalis (DTB) of male syrinxes 91 5 at four time points: at 25 days post hatch (DPH), right before the start of the sensorimotor phase (Roper and Zann,  92 2006), at 50DPH during plastic song, at 75DPH, after the sensory phase has ended and at 100DPH when song is 93 crystalized and the birds are considered adults (Immelmann, 1984) . We included a cohort of age-matched females 94 for comparison. Sex was determined by dissection post mortem (25DPH) or plumage (all other ages). 95
In Vitro Muscle Physiology. Muscle fiber bundles were prepared and stimulated in vitro to record isometric force 96 responses as previously described (Elemans et al., 2008; Srivastava et al., 2017) . In brief, birds were sacrificed 97 by an isoflurane overdose and the syrinx was exposed, isolated and pinned down on Sylgard-covered Petri dishes 98 in cold, oxygenated Ringers solution. Fiber bundles were obtained randomly from the left or right DTB. Muscle 99 preparations were mounted in a temperature-controlled bath, which was continuously supplied with oxygenated 100 Ringers solution. The rostral end of the preparation was fixed to a force transducer (Model 400A, Aurora Scientific) 101 and the caudal end to a micromanipulator, which was used to control length of the preparation. After mounting the 102 muscle preparation in the bath chamber, it was allowed to rest for 20 minutes. Field stimulations were applied 103 using platinum electrodes. Force and stimulation signals were low-pass filtered at 10 kHz (EF120 BNC through-104 feed low-pass filter, Thor Labs) and digitized at 20 or 40 kHz (NI DAQ Board PCI-MIO-16E4, National Instruments). 105
All stimulations were carried out at 39.0±0.1°C. All software to control the setup and record data was written in 106 Matlab (MathWorks, RRID:SCR_001622). 107 Stimulation protocols. First, we optimized stimulation amplitude (pulse width of 300 µs) for maximal force 108 production. Second, we applied 100 ms pulse trains ranging from 100 to 800 Hz in 100 Hz steps, to determine the 109 force frequency curve and the stimulus frequency at which maximal tetanic force was produced. Lastly, muscle 110 length was optimized for maximal force for each preparation. 111 A critical gap in our knowledge of the song system is that virtually no information is available about firing 112 characteristics of the motor neurons during song. The output nucleus of both the AFP and motor pathway is the 113 robust nucleus of the arcopallium (RA), which sends direct projections to the motor neurons located in the comprise the actual motor code exist to our best knowledge. Thus, while neural coding in the song system 118 upstream of the motor neurons is well described, virtually no information is available on the motor code controlling 119 the vocal organ. High quality neural data has been obtained from single units in the motor cortex, i.e. nucleus RA, 120 which is directly driving the syrinx motor neurons in nXIIts and we therefore used RA firing statistics to design our 121 stimulation patterns. Over song development, RA firing activity develops from variable firing with a wide ISI 122 distribution to sparse, bursty firing, that is precisely locked to song and has a very narrow ISI distribution (Leonardo 123 and Fee, 2005; Olveczky et al., 2011). 124
For each muscle preparation we performed several stimulation experiments in series in the order described below. 125
Each experiment consisted of several stimulation patterns (described in the section below for each experiment). 126
Each iteration was started by a tetanic pulse train (100 for experiment 1 and 50 ms for other experiments) at 127 optimal stimulus and length followed by 3 minutes rest. Subsequently, all stimulation patterns of one experiment 128 were applied in random order with two minutes rest in-between. Each experiment was then repeated for several 129 iterations (specified below for each experiment) and patterns were re-randomized within each iteration. 130 Experiment 1: Isometric stress and muscle speed. Each iteration consisted of a 100 ms stimulation at the frequency 131 producing maximal force followed by 4 single twitches. The experiment was run for at least two iterations. ISIs between the first and second spike (ISI1) of 0.4, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ms. At 400 Hz we used 7 stimulation 141 patterns with ISI1s of 0.4, 0.5, 1, 2, 2.5, 3, 4 ms. At 600 ms we used 6 stimulation patterns with ISI1s of 0.4, 0.5, 142 7 1, 1.66, 2, 3 ms. At 800 ms we used 5 stimulation patterns with ISI1s of 0.4, 0.5, 1, 1.25, 2 ms. The experiment 143 was run for at least 2 iteration. 144 Experiment 4: Refractory period. Stimulation patterns consisted of 8 two spike patterns with ISIs ranging from 145 0.3 -1.5 ms in 0.2 ms steps and a single pulse stimulation as control. The experiment was run for at least 2 146 iterations. Data was acquired on 13 additional animals and acquired directly after experiment 1. 147 Data analysis. All data analysis was carried out in R (R Project for Statistical Computing, RRID:SCR_001905). 148
Accounting for force decay: The above described experiments amounted to between 16 to 37 individual stimulation 149 patterns and acquiring all data typically took more than 12h, during which the force output of the preparation 150 decreased due to dying muscle fibers. To correct for this force decrease, we normalized all force data from our 151 stimulation patterns within one experiment. For normalization we used the linear regression between the maximal 152 force of the 50 ms tetanic contractions, which were part of each iteration, and experimental time. 
The tRef was estimated as the ISI, where the normalized maximal force was 10% higher than of a single twitch 193 response using linear interpolation (Boerio et al., 2005) . models were employed to test the correlation with ffused for FWHM ( Fig. 1H) , supralinearity ( Fig. 2F+G) and 202
CVAmplitude and CVTiming (Fig. 3C) . Welch t-test was used to test for sex differences in tRef (Fig. 4C) . 203
As the FWHM did not change significantly with developmental age in females, we did not analyze the female data 204 for all further measures of muscle speed in the developmental data set. To increase the range of muscle speed in 205 our data set quantifying supralinearity and the influence of spike timing, we included data from female DTB 206
preparations. 207
All statistical comparisons were carried out in R (R Project for Statistical Computing, RRID:SCR_001905). 208 209
Results
210
Contraction speed of syringeal muscles increases over vocal development in male songbirds 211
We measured isometric contraction speed of vocal muscles over song learning using two commonly applied 212 stimulation paradigms: i) single stimulations yielding a single twitch contraction and ii) stimulations with equidistant 213 trains of spikes with varying frequencies (100 -800 Hz) resulting in summed force responses ( Fig. 1) . At 25DPH, 214 FWHM of single twitches did not differ significantly between males and females and was 7.7 ± 2.2 ms (N=5) and 215 7.8 ± 1.8 ms (N=5) respectively. Over development, the speed of female DTB muscles did not change significantly 216
and FWHM values stayed similar until 100DPH (6.9 ± 0.8 ms, N=6) ( Fig. 1B) . However, in strong contrast, male 217 10 DTB muscles became steadily faster and finally doubled in speed with force FWHM almost halved to 4.7 ± 0.8 ms 218 (N=5) at 100DPH, corroborating previous findings in another syringeal muscle (Mead et al., 2017). The time from 219 stimulation to maximal force (Fmax) (Fig. 1C) and latency from stimulation to force onset ( Fig 1D) also steadily 220 increased over development but were already significantly different between 25DPH and 50DPH. 221
We measured three other muscle speed parameters by applying multiple equidistant stimulation trains: 222 the stimulation frequency at which the force response i) starts to summate, ii) is fully fused (ffused) and iii) reaches 223 maximal tetanic force (fTet) (See Methods). The frequency at which twitches start to summate increased from 224 65.43 ± 6.24 Hz at 25DPH (N=4) to 75.26 ± 11.24 Hz in adult animals (N=5). ffused increased steadily and 225 significantly from 25DPH (201 ± 29 Hz, N=4) to 100 DPH, reaching its maximum at 300 ± 29 Hz (N=5) (Fig. 1F) . 226
Likewise, fTet increased from 337 ± 34 Hz at 25DPH (N=5) to 410 ± 48 Hz at 100DPH (N=5) (Fig. 1G ). The fTet was 227 higher than ffused in all groups (seen by higher values in Fig. 1F compared to Fig. 1G ). This means that force still 228 increased as a function of stimulation frequency even after the force responses were fully fused. This has also 229 been reported in other motor systems (Kernell, 1995; Orizio et al., 2004) . Interestingly, in our large dataset of 230 64 animals we found that force FWHM accurately predicted the stimulation frequency at which fused tetanic 231 contractions occurred, independently of age, sex and muscle (Fig. 1H) . Taken together, all isometric twitch and 232 tetanic speed parameters steadily and significantly increased over vocal development in male songbirds. 233 First, when driven by identical stimulation patterns the shape of force trajectories changed dramatically 276 with muscle contraction speed ( Fig. 2A ). Maximal force (Fmax) decreased significantly with increasing ISI (Fig. 2B ) 277 in all preparations and was significantly higher in females than in males for all ISIs tested (f: 2.3 ± 0.4, N=4; 278 m: 1.6 ± 0.4, N=8). Second, force summation was supralinear in all preparations, as the observed force response 279 had a higher Fmax than expected from a summation model ( Fig. 2E, See Methods) . The magnitude of supralinear 280 summation significantly depended on spike timing ( Fig. 2E ) corroborating previous findings in songbird respiratory 281 muscles (Srivastava et al., 2017). Third, the maximal magnitude of supralinear summation increased with muscle 282 speed, irrespective of whether it was calculated from Fmax (Fig. 2F) or AUC (Fig. 2G) . Thus, taken together, the 283 maximal magnitude of supralinear summation increases with speed and can thus be also expected to increase 284 over development. To address this question, we performed muscle stimulations with three-spike patterns introducing timing changes 294 to the middle spike in steps from 1 to 0.1 ms (See Methods). These timing manipulations evoked changes in both 295 the timing and amplitude of force profiles and the effect differed between stimulation frequencies (Fig. 3A) . To 296 quantify the amount of variability introduced by the timing manipulations, we calculated the coefficient of variation 297 for the timing (CVTiming) and amplitude (CVAmplitude) of Fmax. Both, CVTiming and CVAmplitude were significantly higher at 298 a stimulation frequency of 200 Hz compared to 800 Hz (Fig. 3B, C) . While 200 Hz stimulation patterns caused 299 variability in both timing and magnitude of Fmax, higher stimulation frequencies almost exclusively affected Fmax 300 amplitude (Fig. 3B ), but not its timing (Fig. 3C) . Because the variability of force timing and amplitude introduced by changes in spike timing showed a wide 316 variation between animals, we hypothesized that the effects could depend on muscle speed. To assess this 317 hypothesis, we tested for the dependency of CVTiming and CVAmplitude on ffused, representing the intrinsic contraction 318 speed of each animal. Overall, CVAmplitude and CVTiming increased significantly with ffused (Fig. 3B ). However, as the 319 15 stimulation frequency clearly influenced the magnitude of the CVs as well as the dependency on ffused, we 320 calculated linear models for each stimulation frequency separately. CVAmplitude significantly depended on ffused at 321 600 and 800 Hz and CVTiming at 200 Hz (Fig 3C) . These results mean that the quality of the effect of changes in 322 spike timing are set by the relationship between stimulation frequency and muscle speed (i.e. ffused): Force timing 323 is affected at stimulation frequencies below the ffused of adult male muscles (range: 173 -343 Hz, median: 277 Hz), 324 while force amplitude is affected at all stimulation frequencies. The quality of the effect on the other hand is set by 325 muscle speed confirming our hypothesis, that the variability introduced by spike timing changes depends on the 326 contraction speed of the muscle. Taken together, our results show that sub-millisecond spike timing affects the 327 shape of force profiles. Syringeal muscles can thus resolve spike timing in the sub-millisecond range. Additionally, 328 muscle speed sets the sensitivity of the muscle to changes in force timing as illustrated by the increase in variability 329 with increasing muscle speed. 330
Even though spike timing changes in the sub-millisecond range affected Fmax of force profiles, it is not 331
given that these force changes result in changes in sound production within the physiologically relevant range. For 332 illustration, we estimated the maximal pitch difference caused by stimulating VS with our three pulse patterns 333 ( Fig. 3A , See Methods) based on in vitro measurements of the VS force to pitch transform (Adam et al., 2020) . 334
We estimated an average force difference of 8.48 ± 5.84 mN (N=10) between the minimal and maximal Fmax across 335 all stimulation patterns, which translated to an estimated pitch difference of 225 ± 155 Hz well within the range 336 detectable by zebra finches. As zebra finch females already detect changes in pitch below 1Hz (Lohr and Dooling, 337 1998), we conclude that spike timing changes in the range of sub-milliseconds might have behavioral correlates. 338 
345
Changing spike timing in the high-frequency stimulation patterns (600 and 800 Hz) always resulted in a 346 reduction of maximal force compared to the regular stimulation pattern ( Fig 3A) . We hypothesized that this 347 decrease was caused by moving spikes into the refractory period of the muscle (tRef), which is 2 -5 ms for most 348 skeletal muscles (Farmer et al., 1960) . To estimate the unknown tRef of syringeal muscles we stimulated with two 349 pulses with very short ISIs (Fig. 4A, See Methods) . The tRef was extremely short with 0.83 ± 0.08 ms for female 350 and 0.82 ± 0.17 ms for male syrinx muscles (female: N=4, male: N=9) and 3-7 times faster than regular skeletal 351 muscle. Thus, despite the extremely short tRef, we confirmed our hypothesis that reduction of maximal force due 352 to spike timing changes at 600 and 800 Hz is caused by moving spikes into the refractory period of the muscle. 353
354
Discussion 355 We show that the songbird syrinx undergoes essential transformations during song learning that drastically 356 change how neural commands are translated into force profiles and thereby acoustic features. All isometric 357 contraction speed-related features of male syrinx muscles, such as FWHM, fusion frequency (ffused) and fTet, 358 significantly increased from juveniles to adults. Interestingly, also the latency from stimulus to force production 359 significantly decreased. Furthermore, we show that two additional NMT features change significantly with muscle 360 speed. First, we establish that supralinear summation of twitch force occurs in syrinx muscles at ISIs in the 361 millisecond range and that its magnitude increases with muscles speed. Interestingly, the magnitude is much lower 362 in the faster male muscles compared to female muscles even at comparable muscle speeds, which indicates that 363 additional factors affect supralinear force summation. Second, we show that the observed spike timing in the sub-364 millisecond range in cortical area RA (Chi and Margoliash, 2001) can be resolved by syringeal muscles. Force 365 amplitude was affected at all spike rates tested, while changes in peak force timing were evoked only when the 366 average spike rate was below ffused. Furthermore, the sensitivity to changes in spike timing was set by muscle 367 speed. Taken together, our data thus provide strong support for our hypothesis that muscle properties relevant to 368 the NMT change over vocal development in songbirds. The observed NMT changes are driven by syringeal muscle 369 speed as it increases over vocal development. This implies that the extreme speed of the adult muscle is not 370 available to juveniles during song learning. 371
The song template is assumed to be fixed during song learning (Mooney, 2009) and maintained through 372 adulthood in closed-ended song learners (Brainard and Doupe, 2013) . Individuals are trying to minimize perceptual 373 error in trial-to-trial renditions (Fee and Scharff, 2010). The increasing syringeal muscle speed over development 374 has the consequence that identical motor commands result in distinct force trajectories depending on postnatal 375 age and thus alter behavioral output. Thus, if an individual bird aims to produce the same force trajectory during 376 song development, we propose it consequently must dynamically alter its motor code to correct for NMT changes 377 when trying to sing target syllables. 378
Even though the physiology of the song system neurocircuitry is well studied, the actual motor code, i.e. to generate summed force responses by the muscle fibers. This is reflected by matching between the firing 384 characteristics of the motor neurons and its muscle fiber force-frequency relationship (FFR) so that the observed 385 range of firing rates modulates forces along the steepest portion of the FFR (Kernell, 1995) . This phenomenon is 386 called speed matching. Reversely, the speed properties of muscles thus set boundaries within which the motor 387 code is operating. The intrinsic FFR property of a muscle thus allows for to predict the firing rates of the motor 388 neurons innervating it. 389
Using our characterization of the biomechanical properties of syringeal muscles, we can make three 390 predictions for the nXIIts motor neuron firing frequencies during singing in adult males. First, force summation 391 begins at ISIs above 13.3 ms (i.e. 75 Hz). Thus, in order to activate syrinx muscles to produce summed force 392 responses, firing rates have to be higher than 75 Hz. Second, spikes arriving at the NMJ during the refractory 393 period of the muscle will fail to activate the muscle and are thus lost. To avoid losing spikes i.e. information and 394 energy, instantaneous firing rates must stay below frequencies that would lead to lost spikes. Because the 395 refractory period of male syrinx muscles ranges from 0.7 and 1.2 ms, motor neurons must fire below 1000 Hz. 396
Together these two predictions set the lower and upper boundary for motor code spike rates. Lastly, we can further 397 predict the peak of the distribution of nXIIts firing frequencies: Force increase by skeletal muscles is typically 398 achieved in two ways: i) by increasing the number of recruited motor neurons and thus connected muscle fibers, 399 and ii) by increasing the firing rate of motor neurons. These two mechanisms are known as recruitment and rate 400 coding, respectively. Rate coding is most effective on the steep slope of the FFR (Fuglevand et al., 2015; Enoka 401 and Duchateau, 2017). Additionally, to achieve unmodulated force increases, frequencies should be above ffused. 402 Therefore, we predict ISIs between 3.4 ms (corresponding to an average ffused of 290 Hz) and 2.5 ms (average 403 fTet: 413 Hz) to be most suited to change force output of syrinx muscles in adult males. However, further 404 experiments are needed to confirm that syringeal muscles and their innervating motor neurons are speed matched. 405
The hypothesis that speed matching occurs during the process of vocal development predicts that the ISI 406 distribution of motor neurons in juveniles should be shifted towards higher ISIs to match the slower speed of the 407 juvenile syringeal muscles. Due to the lack of data on motor neuron-firing we cannot test this hypothesis directly. 408 However, the firing characteristics of the cortical premotor neurons projecting to the motor neurons in nXIIts 409 (namely RAnXIIts) have been characterized over development (Olveczky et al., 2011) . Indeed, the refractory period, 410 fTet, ffused and the frequency when force responses start to sum before and after song learning align well to the ISI 411 probability distributions of age matched RAnXIIts neurons during singing (Fig5. A, B) . The ISI distribution of spikes 412 in RA becomes narrower from subsong (Fig. 5A ) to crystallized adult song ( Fig. 5B ) and the boundaries are 413 perfectly demarcated by tRef and frequency when force responses start to sum. The majority of pre-motor neuron 414
ISIs lies between tRef and ffused for both age groups. Taken together, RA activity supports the notion that speed 415 matching occurs over development. 416
